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Environmental awareness

Communication

Sustainability

“A PhD student focusing on the integration of environmental management into
operational improvements for the aggregate industry, I have an ambition to contribute to
more sustainable solutions.”

Relevant Experience
June 2021 – Present: Project Assistant & PhD
Student, Chalmers University of Technology
Position within the CRPS group aiding in the
EPD-Berg & DigiEcoQuarry projects.

Key skills in:
Independent work, Academic writing,
Environmental Standards

Sep 2019 – June 2021: MSc. in
Environmental Sciences, University of
Gothenburg.
Master’s education with a 30-credit thesis
project and sustainability focused courses.

EMS, EIA, LCA, Environmental
awareness, Data collection, Excel, GIS,
Environmental impacts on society.

Sep 2010- June 2014 B.Sc in Environmental
Earth Sciences, University of East Anglia
Undergraduate education achieving a 2:1
(Hons) with a year exchange at the University
of Adelaide, Australia

Exploration Geology, Paleoclimatology,
Mineralogy.

Key Achievements:
-

-

-

Conducted an LCA for NCC Ballast. As part of my master’s thesis, I investigated how LCA
can be used as part of the environmental management at quarry sites in Sweden, and,
therefore, conducted an LCA using different tools to understand challenges and
opportunities for environmental innovation in the production process.
Created a carbon emissions model for travel activities for Bunkai AB. This was to help
monitor their largest identified emissions activity as part of an environmental management
system (EMS).
Key author for an online Environmental Course at Miljöbron designed for fulfilling
requirements of the Environmental Diploma for EMS issued by Svensk Miljöbas. The course
aims to give all employees a foundation education within environmental sciences to be able
to consider environmental aspects in their day-to-day tasks.

Previous Education:
B.Sc within Environmental Earth Sciences, University of East Anglia. Location: England.
Achieved a 2:1 (Hons) undergraduate degree within Environmental Earth Sciences with a year
exchange program at the University of Adelaide, Australia.
A-Levels & GCSEs, Bexhill College & Claverham Community College. Location: England.
Achieved 8 GCSEs at grades A* and A; 3 A-Levels within Biology, Geology and Mathematics at
grades A,A,B; and 2 AS-Levels within Photography and Politics, both at a B grade.

Volunteer Experiences:
Content creator, ASAP!, Sweden. Responsible for creating interesting and relevant written
content on sustainability aimed to promote a student training program on social media.
Social Secretary, Environmental Society, UK. During my undergrad, I was responsible for
organising relevant social events for the student Environmental Society.

Languages & Other Skills:
English: Native speaker
Swedish: Confident speaker with a C grade
in ‘Swedish as a Second Language 2’
(Approximately C1 level based on the
European Framework for Languages)

-

Swedish B Driving License
Digital Marketing Diploma,
Academy

Shaw

Interests:
I am passionate about the environment, enjoying experiences that take me closer to nature. Out of
this, I have developed a strong interest in sustainability and sustainable lifestyles.

